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There is an old Dutch riddle that goes something like this:
Four old wives
Running for their lives;
However fast they ran
They were never in the van,
the answer being "the four sails of a windmill".
One could suggest, perhaps a little unkindly, that an equally good
answer to the conundrum might be "authors and documentalists",
for however fast documentalists run they can never catch up with
the authors. The documentalist's only way out is to devise some
means that will prevent him from lagging behind in the race.
A very simple expedient of this kind has been employed by Pudoc
and consist in combining in a single body the work of publishing
and documentation, as reflected in the fairly lengthy full title
of our organisation, viz.: — Centrum voor Landbouwpublikaties
en Landbouwdocumentatie (Centre for Agricultural Publications
and Documentation)
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What we are

Pudoc is a foundation established by the Minister of Agricul
ture by notarial deed dated 30th October, 1957.
The aims of the organisation are defined in the articles of associa
tion and are as follows:

a. as regards publications:
to afford assistance to agricultural research bodies in the lay-out,
publication and dissemination of their publications;
to issue publications;
to give advice on the grant of subsidies to scientific journals in
which the agricultural research bodies usually publish their
work;
to undertake translation work;
to train agricultural editors.
b. as regards documentation:
to set up a central documentation and information centre in
the sphere of agriculture and to maintain contacts v/ith special
ised literature information services;
to supply information from agricultural literature;
to issue publications resulting from these activities;
to give advice and instruction on literature documentation;
to improve and supplement classification systems for agriculture
to develop documentation techniques.
What Pudoc does

Pudoc has three departments, viz. the Publications Department,
the Documentation Department and the Administrative Depart
ment.
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
The Publications Department has funds available for issuing pu
blications and also undertakes copy-editing and production for
other bodies.
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• Publications financed by Pudoc
Verslagen van Landbouwkundige Onderzoekingen (Agricultural
Research Reports) 20 to 30 publications on Dutch agricultural

research, including five to ten theses, appear annually in this series.
All reports contain full summaries in English and the tables and
figures also have captions in English. Some reports are entirely
in English.
The series is representative of research work undertaken in Dutch
agricultural research institutions.
Monographs These are separate publications on agricultural sub

jects and are usually of a summarising kind. Examples of work
published in this series are "Mens, plant, dier en radioactieve be
smetting" (Man, plant, animal and radioactive contamination)
(in Dutch), and "Symptoms of Virus Diseases", by Dr. L. Bos
(in English). F. JE. Koekebakker's "Landbouwcode" (Agricultural
Code) was also published in this series.
Pudoc bulletin This is a quarterly bibliography of Dutch publica
tions on agricultural science. The Pudoc bulletin is supplied free
of charge to foreign agricultural institutions and is now sent to
2,400 addresses in 110 different countries. It is published in
English.

• Copy-editing and production
Pudoc is at present responsible for the copy-editing and production
of four scientific journals and one abstracts journal.
Landbouwkundig Tijdschrift (Agricultural Journal) This journal is

published by the Royal Society of Agricultural Science. The secreta
riat of the editorial comittee is at Pudoc. It contains original
articles on technical, economic and sociological subjects relating to
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agriculture and is written in Dutch. 22 numbers totalling about
1,000 pages are published annually.
Netherlands journal of Agricultural Science This journal is also
published by the Royal Society of Agricultural Science and contains
original articles in English on agricultural subjects. It is a quarterly
production running to about 320 pages per annum.
European Potato journal This is the official journal of the Euro

pean Association of Potato Research and is published quarterly.
It totals about 320 pages and contains original articles on potato
research written in French, German and English.
Netherlands Milk and Dairy journal This journal is published by
the Netherlands Society for the Advancement of Dairy Science
and contains original articles on dairy produce research in Belgium
and Holland. It is written in Dutch, English and French. The
articles written in Dutch are always accompanied by a full English
summary and the tables and figures have captions in two languages.
Landbouwdocumentatie (Agricultural Abstracts) This weekly is

published by N.V. Internationale Systemen Keesing (Keesing's
Contemporary Archives), Amsterdam, and is edited by Pudoc. See
under Documentation Department.
• Advice
Pudoc also gives advice on the editing and production of publi
cations or assists in the work of publishing. This includes such
activities as investigating the possibilities of publication by a par
ticular publishing house, planning the publication of new journals,
attending to the typography of publications and establishing rules
of procedure for authors.
• Training courses
Pudoc organises courses on publishing, or co-operates in such
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courses. There are courses for research workers, teachers at agricul
tural schools, extension officers and students.
The syllabus of each course is adapted to its special purpose. Thus
the courses for research workers are mainly concerned with the
drafting of reports on the results of research work, whereas in the
extension officer courses stress is chiefly placed on informative
articles, e.g. the production of bulletins and pamphlets and the
writing of articles for trade journals. In every course a great deal
of time is devoted to practical work.
DOCUMENTATION DEPARTMENT

The aim of every storage and retrieval system should be to provide
the best possible information service on specialist literature. To
achieve this some systematic method of recording specialist litera
ture is required. Pudoc's policy may be briefly stated as follows,
— to avoid as far as possible duplication of work done by others.
Consequently Pudoc does not hesitate to employ existing biblio
graphical sources. Despite this there is still a great deal of work to
do, as the following survey shows.
Landbouwdocumentatie (Agricultural Abstracts) This is a weekly

published by the Amsterdam office of Keesing's Contemporary
Archives and edited by Pudoc. It contains lengthy (informative)
and brief (indicative) abstracts of Dutch and foreign agricultural
literature taken from over 800 periodicals and more than 1,000
other publications. The annual coverage is 6,000 to 8,000 abstracts.
In selecting abstracts the editors are particularly guided by the
value to Dutch agriculture of the original literature.
Only a small proportion of the abstracts are compiled by Pudoc
abstractors, all others being written by agriculturalists of the various
institutes at the editors' request. These specialists make no charge
for their assistance.
t
In addition to abstracts, "Landbouwdocumentatie" contains litera
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ture reviews and weekly surveys of matters of current interest in
the section entitled "Deze Week" (This Week) which summa
rises commentaries of the Dutch agricultural press on agricultural
policy. The library of the Agricultural University also publishes
its select list of accessions in "Landbouwdocumentatie".
Agricultural Aspects of the Common Market This is a systemati
cally arranged bibliography of publications (books and periodical
articles) relating to the Common Market. It is published monthly
in English and Dutch.
Five-year documentation system This is a card-index system classi
fied according to the Agricultural Code (UDC) and consisting of
cards giving titles and summaries of various origin. The system
is estimated to contain about 130,000 cards. The speciality of the
system is that it only contains a survey of the literature of the past
five years, i.e. more recent literature. It is purged every five years
so as to keep it within a fairly constant limit of 130,000 cards.
The register of sources (guide to agricultural literature) This is a

loose-leaf system of bibliographical data (classified according to
the Agricultural Code) arranged in suspension files.
Like the five-year documentation system, it may be consulted by
the public at the library of the Agricultural University,
üach suspension file contains a card with data on the subject in
question, viz. the chief handbooks and abstract Journals, the spe
cialist periodicals and the names of Dutch and foreign institutes
whose work lies in this field.
The files also contain material that may be useful in literature
searches, e.g. existing literature lists and surveys, reprints of re
views and bibliographies or references to material of this kind.
Documentation of eastern European^ agricultural literature One of
Pudoc's main preoccupations is providing access to the agricultural
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literature of eastern Europe. This documentation work consists of:
— a continuous system of reference to the titles of books, periodical
articles and other publications in the Russian, Ukrainian, Czech,
Polish, Hungarian, Rumanian, Bulgarian, Slovak and Serbo-Croat
languages. The system is not confined to material available in
Holland but contains numerous titles taken from eastern European
agricultural and biological abstract journals.
— the bi-monthly "Documentatie Oosteuropese Landbouwkundige
Literatuur" (DOLL) (Documentation of Eastern European Agri
cultural Literature). This periodical contains a select list of the
titles, translated into German, of books and periodical articles listed
in abstract journals covering eastern European agricultural litera
ture. Mainly in German.
— a card-index system of translations of eastern European publi
cations on agricultural and related subjects.
Quick-reference service This service supplies the answers to all
oral, telephonic or written requests for literature data which do not
call for any literature lists or reports. A Pudoc representative at the
Ministry of Agriculture provides this information on behalf of
the Ministry services and has a duplicate copy of the five-year
documentation system as well as his own bibliographical sources,
including special sources relating to the sociology of Holland, and
agricultural economics, statistics and politics.
Literature list service Pudoc compiles literature lists on request.
Usually these are only lists of titles. The lists are compiled with a
view to the special needs of the requester, but as they may also be
valuable to others Pudoc publishes every quarter a list of subjects
on which literature lists were compiled in the Pudoc bulletin and
the IAALD Quarterly. Photoprints of these lists are available to
our correspondents; we receive about 600 requests a year for these
lists from our foreign correspondents.
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Some lists are published periodically; of these we may mention
"Recent publications on agriculture in the Netherlands" in the
Netherlands Journal of Agricultural Science (quarterly) and recent
books in the agricultural sphere in the Agricultural Journal.
Literature report service A thorough study of the literature, corres
ponding to the requirements of the requester, calls for close colla
boration between the searcher and himself. These literature reports
are compiled by graduate agronomists. Very often a random
search is made and discussed with the requester before the report
is drafted.
In most cases the literature reports are published by Pudoc in the
form of literature surveys; in a few cases they are of a confiden
tial nature.
Service for information on eastern European agricultural literature

Eastern European publications are abstracted in German on behalf
of Dutch and foreign agricultural research institutes. The contents
of a number of eastern European periodicals are also translated
at the request of certain libraries. This service also provides assis
tance in obtaining material from eastern European countries (photo
stats, microfilms, etc.) and in the translation of eastern European
languages.
Literature alerting service Persons requiring regular, direct, up-todate information on world-wide literature on ajjarticular specialist
subject may subscribe to the literature alerting service. Whenever
an article is found that deals with the subject specified its title is
notified to the subscriber, literature received at the library of the
Agricultural University being scanned daily for this purpose. This
library has some 4,000 current periodicals and serial publications.
Subscriptions to the literature alerting service are dealt with con
fidentially.
If desired summaries may be provided with the titles.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT
The General Affairs Department is responsible for the sale and
dissemination of publications and for the subscription accounts.
Publications should be ordered through this department. Such
Pudoc publications as the Agricultural Research Reports can be
supplied from stock. Pudoc also helps in obtaining publications
from other organisations or taking out subscriptions.
What we do for you
Since Pudoc is in the centre of affairs in Holland as regards
scientific agricultural publications and bibliographical information,
it is in a position to assist colleagues in other countries. We are
always very willing to supply all possible information on Dutch
agricultural publications or bibliographical details on Dutch agri
cultural research.
We should also like to draw your particular attention to the follow
ing aspects of our work: —
Agricultural Research Reports Our aim is to make this series as
accessible as possible to our colleagues abroad by publishing articles
in English or at any rate by providing full summaries in English
and to append English captions to the tables and figures.
This central series contains the reports of the most important
results of Dutch agricultural research undertaken at the agricultural
research institutes and not elsewhere published in the form of
periodical articles. The series also includes a large number of
theses.
In many cases foreign institutions may obtain this series on an
exchange basis.
Pudoc bulletin This bibliography of all Dutch agricultural publicat
ions (including periodical articles) can be supplied free on request
to colleagues abroad. The bibliography is arranged systematically
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and by institute and is issued quarterly. It is very up-to-date and
each number also contains special information which may be of
interest to our colleagues abroad.
Each number contains order forms by means of which any publica
tion required can be obtained from Holland via Pudoc.
Agricultural Aspects of the Common Market This monthly biblio
graphical survey contains the titles of articles published in the
western European agricultural press on agriculture and the Com
mon Market. The titles are given in their original language and
in English. Each survey contains about 100 titles.
The subcription price is ƒ. 10 (or £ 1).
Literature alerting service This service also accepts orders from
abroad. As it is based on the material received at the large central
library of the Agricultural University it is able to accept very
specialised orders. The service is so planned that information can
be supplied very rapidly.
The subscription price for a single subject is ƒ. 100 per annum
per order and in addition ƒ. 1 is charged for each title notified.
Should the subscriber also require summaries a further ƒ. 4 is
charged per summary.
Documentation of Eastern European agricultural literature The
bi-monthly "Documentation of Eastern European Agricultural Lite
rature" containing a select list of titles translated into German
from eastern European languages is also available to foreign agri
cultural institutions. At the moment no charge is made for this, but
it would seem likely that a small fee will have to be charged from
1st January 1964 as the cost may be too high for Pudoc to bear.
This bibliographical service is also in a position to provide various
other kinds of information and services such as data on translat
ions, supplying abstracts, translating articles and compiling biblio
graphical surveys.
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There is one thing in particular we have tried to make clear, and
that is that Pudoc is a service organisation. So do not hestate to
make use of our services. We are very pleased to do all we can
help our colleagues abroad. Write to Pudoc or pay us a visit. Our
address is:
Pudoc

la Generaal Foulkesweg
Wageningen
Telephone: 08370-2660 and 3783
Bankers: Twentsche Bank, Wageningen
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